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Introduction

You’ve probably heard a lot of names for what we call living

Paleo: the Paleo lifestyle, the cave man diet, eating primal, and

the real food diet. All these terms describe roughly the same

way of eating. It’s nutrition based on the idea that for optimal

health, both mentally and physically, we should try to eat like

our hunter-gatherer ancestors. In practical terms, that means

focusing on whole foods that are processed as little as possible

and avoiding foods, like grains and dairy, that cause

inflammation inside your body.

When you remove inflammatory foods from your meals, you

reduce your risk for diseases of civilization, such as heart

disease, diabetes, and cancers. You also have more energy, look

younger, lose weight, get stronger, and sleep more soundly. In

short, you enjoy your life more.

Living Paleo isn’t a “diet” in the traditional sense, though we do

ask you to give up certain foods — sometimes just for 30 days

and, in some cases, indefinitely. Although that may sound

intimidating, this book shows you the reasons you should avoid

certain foods for optimal health and fitness. We also provide

plenty of practical tips to make the transition as easy as

possible for you and your family. From how to stock your

kitchen cupboards to healthy travel to reversing disease and

exercising wisely, you’ll find everything you need to adopt the

Paleo lifestyle.

About This Book

Adopting the Paleo diet may seem overwhelming at first, so this

book is organized in a way that makes the benefits of living

Paleo easy to understand. We explain the foundation of Paleo



principles and show you how adapting some of the lifestyle

characteristics of our hunter-gatherer ancestors can vastly

improve your modern quality of life.

We break down the “yes” and “no” lists of Paleo foods so you

know exactly where to begin your new nutritional lifestyle, and

we help you understand just how much to eat to reach your

goals. Whether you’re trying to lose weight, reverse a medical

condition, or improve your athletic performance, this book

provides the information you need to succeed.

Understanding the underlying science of the Paleo diet can help

keep you on track when cravings or temptations arise, so we

explain the nutritional aspects of the Paleo lifestyle and answer

your questions about fiber, vitamins, minerals, supplements,

and more. But living Paleo goes beyond the food that you put

on your plate, so we also explore how you can learn from our

cave-man ancestors to improve your sleep, enhance your

playtime, and improve your fitness, while enjoying the modern

conveniences that make your life easier.

If you’re more interested in practical application than scientific

theories, we’ve got you covered there, too, with chapters that

outline how to revamp your kitchen for the Paleo lifestyle as

well as tips for traveling — for work or pleasure — without

kissing your good habits goodbye.

And finally, we include plenty of delicious, satisfying recipes to

help you and your family make the transition to living Paleo.

The recipes will keep you well fed from breakfast through

dinner with healthy snacks in between; we also provide easy

meal ideas that don’t require a recipe at all to create your own

Paleo-friendly “fast food”; and we even include a few dessert

recipes for those special occasions when you want something a

little sweeter than usual.



Conventions Used in This

Book

We use the following conventions throughout the text to make

things consistent and easy to understand:

 All web addresses appear in monofont.

 When this book was printed, some web addresses may

have needed to break across two lines of text. If that

happened, rest assured that we haven’t put in any extra

characters (such as hyphens) to indicate the break. So

when using one of these web addresses, just type in

exactly what you see in this book, pretending as though

the line break doesn’t exist.

 Boldface highlights keywords in bulleted lists and the

action parts of numbered steps.

What You’re Not to Read

We’ve written this book so you can find information easily and

quickly. Each chapter covers one aspect of living Paleo and

includes specific details and practical tips to help you

understand how to incorporate it into your new lifestyle. If you

don’t have the time (or the desire) to read every word, you can

skip the text in the sidebars, the shaded boxes you see

throughout the book. They provide detailed examples or

information to supplement the primary points explained in the

chapters.

You don’t need to read every single paragraph of this book to

begin to enjoy the benefits of living Paleo. Feel free to skip

around to the stuff that interests you most.



Foolish Assumptions

As we wrote this book, we made the following assumptions

about you:

 You want to change your diet, lose weight, improve your

fitness, or manage some type of medical condition and

have heard about the Paleo diet.

 You have control over your food choices and those of your

family, and you want to help your loved ones enjoy a

healthy, Paleo lifestyle, too.

 You want to stop eating processed and unhealthy foods to

feel younger, healthier, more vibrant, and happier.

 You’re interested in learning how food affects you

physically and mentally, but you don’t want to get bogged

down in too much scientific detail.

 You’re open to the idea of making lifestyle changes —

avoiding certain foods, making sleep a priority, adopting a

fitness program — to enhance your quality of life.

How This Book Is

Organized

We’ve divided this book into five parts to make the different

topics more manageable and easier to digest. Each part deals

with certain aspects of living Paleo and discusses the relevant

issues, including nutrition, how to get started, fitness, social

situations, shopping, travel, and recipes. You don’t have to read

straight through the book from cover to cover; you can pick a

chapter of interest and read it to find out everything you need

to know about that issue.


